
Energy Saving LED Decorative Lamps
CROMPTON LAMPS LED FILAMENT RANGE

LED Filament Lamps designed to replicate the look and 
feel of traditional incandescent lamps. Our comprehensive 
range includes antique, clear, pearl and crown silver filament 
in a variety of shapes and caps..

 Retrofit energy saving filament lamps

 Dimmable and non-dimmable

 2700K warm or 2200K extra warm white

 Ideal for decorative lighting applications

 Provide a stylish, vintage or classic look

 Suitable for domestic and commercial use

The Antique ranges feature low wattage and 
DuoDim Technology to ensure they are compatible 
with leading and trailing edge dimmers. 

The dimmable options feature DuoDim Technology 
to ensure compatibility with both leading and trailing 
edge dimmers.

Antique Straight and Spiral Filament

Clear and Pearl Filament

Straight available in ST64, G80, G95 and G125
Spiral available in G80, ST64 and Candle

Available in BC-B22d and ES-E27 caps.
Spiral Candle available in SES-E14 cap.

GLS available in BC-B22d and ES-E27 caps 
Candle and Round available in BC-B22d, ES-E27, 
SBC-B15d (Dimmable only) and SES-E14 caps
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The Antique range has been designed to combine
vintage style and reliability with low running costs. 
They create a warm and inviting atmosphere thanks 
to the 2200K extra warm white colour temperature. 

Dimmable and non-dimmable LED filament lamps 
that re-create the look and feel of traditional lamps. 
They provide a classic, stylish look and are ideally 
suited for residential use and decorative commercial 
lighting applications.
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The range is fully dimmable with DuoDim 
Technology to ensure compatibility with both 
leading and trailing edge dimmers. 

G95 Globe Opal Filament

Globe shaped retrofit energy saving LED lamp with 
opal glass construction. Featuring 2700K warm white 
colour temperature and white coloured opal glass 
designed to closely replicate the look and feel of a 
traditional globe lamp.

The Crown Silver is fully dimmable with DuoDim 
Technology to ensure compatibility with both 
leading and trailing edge dimmers. 

GLS Crown Silver Filament

The LED Crown Silver Filament is a dimmable, 5W 
energy efficient retrofit lamp that is perfect for 
providing low glare decorative lighting and can be 
used in a wide range of lighting applications.

The Bent-Tip range is fully dimmable with DuoDim 
Technology to ensure compatibility with both 
leading and trailing edge dimmers.

The retrofit Bent-Tip candle Filament range features 
a flared tip and is ideal for replacing incandescent 
candles typically seen in chandeliers, pendants and 
other decorative light fittings found in domestic and 
commercial settings.

Bent-Tip Candle Filament

Available in BC-B22d and ES-E27 caps

Available in ES-E27 caps

Available in BC-B22d, ES-E27, SBC-B15d and 
SES-E14 caps

Please visit www.cromptonlamps.com for order codes and specifications


